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I. INTRODUCTION 
If R is a normal domain and M a finitely generated torsion free module, 
then by Bourbaki's theorem [2, Sect. 9, Theorem 6] there is a free submodule F 
of M such that M/F is isomorphic to an ideal. We shall call such an ideal a 
Bourbaki ideal for M. Of particular interest is the case when this ideal may be 
chosen to be prime; if I ""'MfF, then homological properties of M will be 
inherited by the domain Rfl, for instance via the isomorphisms Exti(M, R) ~ 
Exti(J, R) ""' Exti+1(Rfl, R), for i ~ 2. In this situation, one can, by taking 
for M direct sums of suitable syzygies of given modules of finite length, produce 
a domain Rfl with a prescribed sequence of finite length local cohomology 
modules. A detailed statement and proof, as well as further applications, may 
be found in the paper of Evans and Griffith [7]. 
In this paper, we present sufficient conditions on the ring R that all finitely 
generated reflexive modules give rise to prime Bourbaki ideals. We will also 
present a partial converse, which demonstrates that, for the most part, these 
conditions are actually necessary. The proof, and especially the construction 
of the ideal in part I, follows that of [7], although it is somewhat more general, 
and avoids the use of Swan's theorem (concerning projectives over Laurent 
polynomial rings). The use of Bertini's theorem was first suggested in a preprint 
of [7]; the timely appearance of a particularly apropos version of this theorem 
by Flenner [8] enabled us to complete the proof along the lines suggested. This 
part of the proof actually demonstrates more; the prime ideals which are 
produced in fact are analytically irreducible, and even normal under certain 
conditions. We may moreover produce such ideals with arbitrarily many 
minimal generators. Moh has given an explicit sequence of primes in k[[ X, Y, Z]] 
having no bound on the number of minimal generators [I2], and Bresinsky 
has done the same for power series in four or more variables [3]. In each of 
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these cases the prime ideals have coheight (or dimension) I, and the factor 
rings can not be normal; in our case the primes all have height 2, and the factor 
rings may be normal. 
The reader is referred to [11] for notation, basic results, and terminology. 
We will assume all rings to be noetherian, and all modules to be finitely generated. 
We will make frequent use of the following criterion due to Auslander and 
Bridger. 
THEOREM ([I, Theorem 4.25] or [4, p. 43I]). Assume R satisfies Rn, Sn+l. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(I) depth Mp ~ min{n + I, depth Rp} over all P E Spec R, 
(2) M is an (n + I) -syzygy. 
Further, if R is normal (or R1 , S2 by Serre's criterion) then M is a second syzygy 
if and only zf M is reflexive (i.e., the natural map a: M---+ M** is an isomorphism). 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (R, mR) be a factorial, R2 , S3 , excellent local domain of 
dimension n ~ 4, containing an infinite field k. Let M be a rank d + I, reflexive 
module, which is not free. Assume further that one of the following conditions holds: 
(I) char k = 0, or (2) char k = p > 0, RfmR is separable over k, and M is free 
at all height 3 primes. Then there is a short exact sequence 0---+ Rd---+ M---+ ] ---+ 0, 
where] is (up to isomorphism) a prime ideal of height 2. If further, R satisfies R3 , 
S 4 , and M is an r-th syzygy with r ~ 3, then Rf J is a normal domain. 
The proof is in two major steps. First we show that there is a polynomial 
extension A of R for which the module N = M ®R A has a prime Bourbaki 
ideal ]. This rests on the work of Northcott, Hochster, and Eagon on generic 
determinantal ideals. Second we use Bertini's theorem to cut back via hyper-
plane sections to the original ring R, while maintaining primeness of the ideal 
and exactness of the sequence. 
Proof (Part I). Let Rc -+a Rb ---+ M---+ 0 be a presentation of M. Let 
A = R[Y;; [I <; i <; b, I <;j <; d] where Yii are bd indeterminates over R 
(d =rank M- I), and let m = (mR, Yii)· Define </J: Ad---+ Ab by the matrix 
[Y;;], and let I= coker(n: EB </J): 
(1) 
Clearly rank I= I. Note that N = M ®A '::":' Abfn:Ac, so there is an exact 
sequence 
0----+Ad-~N----+ I----+0, (2) 
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with tjJ induced by g;. We claim that J is a torsion free A-module, hence up to 
isomorphism, an ideal. Since R satisfies R2 , so does A, and since M is a second 
syzygy so is N. By the Auslander-Bridger criterion depth Np )': 2 for ht P )': 2. 
For such primes, depth fp )': 1 follows easily from (2). Thus it suffices to show 
that the presentation (1) of J splits at height 1 primes; in turn it suffices to 
show that the ideal of maximal order minors of ex(£; g;, I= Ib_1(ex (£; g;), is not 
contained in any height 1 prime P of A. 
Suppose IC P, and ht P = 1. Let p = P n R and S = R- p. Since 
ht p :::( 1, Ms = Mv is free, and some (b- d- 1)2-minor of ex becomes a 
unit in Rs. Hence there are invertible matrices y E GL(Rs, c), f3 E GL(Rs, b) 
such that 
where I is the identity matrix of size b- d- 1. After localizing (1) at S, 
changing bases, and setting ex' = {3exy, f = {3g;, one obtains the following 
presentation of fs: 
d 'EE!ct>' b As"(f;As ~As ~Is~O. 
The entries of g;' have the form L:~~l gliYz;, g1; E Rs. Now Is is the ideal of 
( b - 1 )2-minors of ex' (£; f, which in turn is precisely the ideal of d X d minors 
of the lower d X {d + 1) submatrix of f. If we write 
I = [Y;j]} b - d- 1 
g; Y;; } d + 1 ' 
then the Y;; are algebraically independent over Rs , for f3 invertible implies 
Rs[Y;;] = Rs[Y;~ , Y;;]· It is known that the ideal of d X d minors of a generic 
d X (d + 1) matrix has height 2; see [9] or [13]. On the other hand, our sup-
position entails that Is CPs, where Ps is a height 1 prime in As = Rs[Y;;]. 
We conclude ht I )': 2, and therefore J is torsion free. We will henceforth 
take J to be an ideal. 
Since A satisfies S3 and N is not free, it is apparent from (2) that ht P :::( 2 
for P E Ass( A/ J). Moreover, since A is factorial we may assume that ht J = 2. 
(If a E A is the gcd of a set of generators of J, and a is not a unit, then replace J 
by >.:;/(]), where ,\a; A-. A is multiplication by a.) We will show that J is 
prime by showing that a suitable localization ft is a generic determinantal ideal. 
LEMMA 2.2. There is an element t E R such that t is a non-zero-divisor on 
Af J (t ¢ Z(Af ])) and Mt is free. 
Taking this lemma for granted, we continue the proof of the theorem. Since 
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Mt is free there are invertible matrices f3 E GL(Rt, b), y E GL(Rt, c) as above, 
and exact sequences 
d '(!)<!>' b AtcEBAt ~At ~It~o (1') 
(2') 
in which o:.' = f3o:.y, 4/ = {34>, and if/ = [Yli] is the lower submatrix of 4/ as 
before. Since ht It = 2, It is precisely the ideal generated by the d X d minors 
of if/ [1 0, p. 148]; by [9] this is a normal prime ideal in Rt[Yl,] and thereby a 
normal prime ideal in Rt[Yii]. Finally, since t ¢'. Z(A/]), I is itself prime. Note 
too that It C (Y;i) C (Yii)t, the Yli being Rrlinear combinations of the Yii. 
It follows that IC (Yii) C m, so that we may replace A by the local ring Am 
without destroying ]. 
Proof (of Lemma 2.2). Since the free locus of M is open in Spec R, the 
non-free locus has finitely many minimal primes, say q1 , ... , Qm. By the hypoth-
eses on R and M, ht Q; ~ 3, 1 :S;; i :S;; m. If Ass( A/]) = {P1 , ••• , Pr} and 
:Pi = Pi n R, then ht :Pi :S;; 2, 1 :S;; i :S;; r. It follows that S' = n:"~1 qi - U;~1 :p; 
is non-empty, and for each s E S', M 8 is projective, and s ¢'. Z(Af ]). If 
S = R- U :p;, then S' C S, and Ms is projective over the semilocal domain 
Rs , and therefore free. Thus there exists t E S (indeed t E S') such that Mt 
is free and t ¢= Z(A/ ]). Of course Nt is also free. 
For convenience, we state here the version of Bertini's theorem that will be 
used in the second part of the proof. 
THEOREM [8, Siitze 4.2-4.4, 4.7-4.10]. Let (A, m) be a local excellent k-algebra, 
k an infinite field. Suppose x1 , ••• , xm generate m, and ht m ~ 3. Assume that 
char k = 0, or that char k = p > 0, Afm is separable over k, and A satisfies R1 • 
Suppose further that depth A ~ 2, and that A is analytically irreducible. Then 
for general z = L::1 Aixi , A; E k, Af(z) is an analytically irreducible domain. 
If Rr and S s hold on the punctured spectrum of A, then they also hold on the 
punctured spectrum of Af(z). 
Remarks. (1) By general one means that the result holds for all m-tuples 
(A1 , ••• ,Am) in a Zariski open subset of km. 
(2) Flenner does not explicitly state that Af(z) is analytically irreducible 
in the case of positive characteristic. Since all his proofs, however, rely on 
passage to the completion, the same conclusion must hold. Of course, the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 have been tailored for application of this version 
of Bertini's theorem. 
We now replace A by its localization at m. The following results show that 
we may apply Bertini's theorem to the k-algebra Af]. 
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LEMMA 2.3. A/ J satisfies R1 if M is free at all height 3 primes of R. 
Proof. Let P :J J be a ht 3 prime. If t ¢ P, then (A/ ])p is a localization of 
(A/ ])1 , which is a normal domain; hence (A/ ])p is regular. Only finitely many 
ht 3 primes P can contain (], t). By hypothesis, if N 0 is not free then ht Q ;?: 4. 
As in Lemma 2.2 there is an element t' E n9' Q - U.r P, where Y' = {Q I N Q 
not free} and .'T ={PI ht P = 3, P :J (], t)}, such that M 1• is free. The proof 
that (A/ ]}1 is normal applies equally well to (A/ ])1• , and thus (A/ ])p is regular 
for the remaining P. 
LEMMA 2.4. Af] is a normal domain if R satisfies R3 , 8 4 and M is an r-th 
syzygy, r ;?: 3. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that M is free at ht 3 primes, so Af J is R1 • 
A routine depth argument using sequence (2) shows Af] is S 2 • 
Remark. Since A/ J is excellent, it is automatically analytically irreducible 
if it is normal. 
Whether A/] is normal or not, it is, nonetheless, analytically irreducible. 
This is proved in Theorem 2.5; we now continue with the proof of the main 
theorem. 
(Part 2) If mR = (x1 , ... , xm), then m = (x1 , ... , Xm, Y;i)· We will use the 
same notation for the maximal ideal of A/], and further factor rings. Clearly 
dim Af] = ht A!Jm = n + bd - 2 ;?: 2 + bd > 3, and from (2), depth Af] ;?: 
bd + 1 > 2. By Bertini's theorem we may form a sequence of (analytically 
irreducible) domains B 1 = Af(], Z1 , ... , Z 1) by taking general k-linear combina-
tions of the Y;; and xh: 
m 
zl = L Ali;Y;; + L !Llhxh. 
i,j h~l 
Observe that for 1 ~I~ bd- 1, depth B 1 ;?: bd + 1 -I;?: 2, and dim B 1 = 
n + bd - 2 - I ;?: 3 since n ;?: 4. Furthermore, the analytic irreducibility 
and R1-property are preserved at each stage, until we stop with Bba = 
Af(J, Z1 , ... , Zba)· Let A = (Az.ii) be the bd X bd matrix over k, and JL = (JLz.h) 
the bd X m matrix so that Z = AY + JLX, where Y denotes the column vector 
[Y11 , ... , Yba]1, and similarly for Z and x. Since the Z 1 were general, we may 
assume det A =F 0. Then A-1Z = Y + A-1JLX = [Y11 - r11 , ... , Yba - rbaJI, 
where r;; E mR ; so the ideal generated by zl , ... , zbd in A is also generated by 
the Yii - r;; . Hence Af(Z1 , ... , Zba) = Af(Yii - r;i) ,......, R. Moreover, since 
the yii- r;; form a regular A-sequence, so must zl , ... , zbd' 
Let A 1 = A/(Z1 , ... , Z 1). Our final step is to show that A 1 ®A ] is, 
up to isomorphism, the prime ideal (], Z1 , ... , Z 1) in A1 • In particular for 
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I = bd, let J = A 1 ® I; this is a height 2 prime m R, and the sequence 
(3) 
is exact. These assertions follow from the following statements which may be 
proved jointly by a straightforward induction on /: 
(i) Tor;A(A 1 , ]) = 0, 
(ii) A 1 ®I = I/(Z1 , ••• , Z 1) • I 
= I/(Z1 , .•• , Z1) n I 
~ {], Z1 , •.. , Z1)/(Z1 , ••• , Z1). 
For the final assertion of Theorem 2.1 concerning normality of R/] we note 
that A/ I is normal by Lemma 2.4. Since normality is preserved on the punctured 
spectrum under application of Bertini's theorem, we need only check that 
depth Rf J ~ 2, but this is clear from sequence (3). 
THEOREM 2.5. With the notation as above, A/ I is analytically irreducible. 
Proof. Let A be the m-adic completion of A and 1?. the mR-adic completion 
of R. Since A/ I is an excellent domain, (A/ It is reduced and J is an intersection 
of primes ] = P1 n ··· n Pr. The hypothesis of excellence guarantees that A 
is S 3 and from the exact sequence 0-+ Ad-+ N-+ J-+ 0, we see that ht P; ~ 2, 
1 ~ i ~ r. Let (Y) represent the ideal (Yii)"', 1 ~ i ~ b, I ~j ~d. Then 
ht(P;, Y) ~ 2 + bd; let Q; be a minimal associated prime and Q; = Q; n R. 
Obviously ht Q; ~ 2; hence (referring to the proof of Lemma 2.2) one may 
rechose t so that, in addition to its other properties, also t ¢= U;~1 q; . Then 
t rf= rad(P; , Y), and (P;, Y)t =I= At. Now At = f?.[[Y]]t has B = f?.t[[Y]] for 
its (Y)-adic completion. By [14, Chap. VIII, Theorem 8] lt = cl{]t) = 
B · lt n At . It now suffices to show that B · Jt is prime, for then lt is prime, 
and t rf= Z(A/ It implies J is prime. 
LEMMA 2.6. B · Jt is a prime ideal. 
Proof. A free Rrbasis of Mt induces a compatible free A1-basis of N1 • 
Then Jt is a determinantal ideal with the "same" generators as It , and so 
also is B · Jt . In the ring B, the entries Y;1 , Y;~ of the matrix which presents 
B · Jt generate the ideal (Y) = rad B. These elements thus form a regular 
B-sequence, and hence (Y;1) is a prime ideal in B [13, Prop. 4]. Then by [13, 
Theorem 2], the determinantal ideal of maximal minors of [Y;1] is prime. 
CoROLLARY 2.7. Suppose R satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1. Then 
there are height 2 analytically irreducible prime ideals requiring an arbitrarily 
large number of generators. 
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Proof. Let M be a second syzygy without free summand and denote the 
minimal number of generators of M by fL(M). Corresponding to each direct 
sum Mr there is an analytically irreducible ideal J, in a suitable polynomial 
extension of R; if M' is minimally presented, so is Jr (at the obvious maximal 
ideal). By isomorphism (ii) of the above proof, fL(]r) = fLUr) = r · fL(M), and 
as noted above, ], is analytically irreducible. 
Of course, if M is taken to be a third syzygy, the same argument shows that 
there are normal prime ideals requiring arbitrarily many generators. 
3. NECESSITY OF CONDITIONS R2 , S3 
Evans has shown in [6] that Bourbaki's theorem characterizes normal domains; 
Bruns has shown [5] that an analog of Bourbaki's theorem characterizes Rn, 
Sn+1 rings. With scarcely any changes, Bruns' proof also demonstrates the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose R is a domain with the property that any finitely 
generated second syzygy has a prime Bourbaki ideal. Then R satisfies R2 , S3 • 
Proof. We sketch an outline of Bruns' argument. It is easy to see that R is 
R 2 , S3 if and only if R 0 is regular whenever depth R 0 ~ 2. Let M be a third 
syzygy of RfQ; it suffices to show M 0 is free. If this is not the case, then for 
sufficiently large r, N = M' has a prime Bourbaki ideal P properly contained 
in Q, say P = NjF. Choose a free module L so that LjN is a second syzygy. 
Depth considerations entail that depth(L(F) 0 :? depth R 0 . Since (L(F) 0 has 
finite projective dimension, it is free, and F 0 is a summand of both L 0 and N 0 . 
If we write N 0 = EB (M;)o (each M; = M for i = 1, ... , r), then for each i 
there is a free submodule (F;)o C F 0 which is a summand of (M;)o , and further, 
L;~1 rank F; :? rank F = (rank M)r - I > (rank M - 1 )r. Conclude that 
(F;) 0 = (M;) 0 = M 0 for some i; thus M 0 must be free. 
One can ask to what extent the additional hypotheses of factoriality and 
excellence are necessary. Something like the latter condition is unavoidable if 
Bertini's theorem is to be used; the former is used in only one place, namely 
in establishing that the ideal in sequence (2') is the generic determinantal ideal. 
The hypothesis on the dimension of R was also forced by our usage of Bertini's 
theorem. 
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